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Diary

Welcome to
the summer
edition of the
Demolition
Engineer.

Diary- this list is not exhaustive,
please see www.ide.org.uk for
more information.
Date

Your National Secretary has
also been working tirelessly to
get us accepted as Professional
Affiliates by the Engineering
Council and the hard work
finally paid off in May. So,
on behalf of everyone at the
Institute I would like to say
‘thank you’.

2012

It’s been a busy few months
here at the IDE since I last wrote
to you all. In March all of the
Entrants passed the exam and
have all progressed to AMIDE
grade so, a big Congratulations
to them.

Editor
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Location

12 July

North East
Regional Meeting

31 August

Best Paper Award

3 September

Exam Preparation Day

Birmingham

10 September

Professional Interviews

London

17 September

Examinations

Various centres

27 September

Council of Management The Joiners
Meeting and
Shop,
Professional Interviews Chatham

28 September

Autumn Seminar

One Great
George Street,
London

18 October

Edinburgh Regional
Meeting

Apex Hotel,
Edinburgh

1 November

World Demolition
Summit

Amsterdam

16 November

AGM and Annual
Luncheon

Lord’s Cricket
Ground,
London

3 December

Magazine Deadline

5 December

Membership Committee Erith Group,
Meeting
Kent

21 February

Council of Management
Meeting

Leeds

22 February

Spring Seminar 2013

Royal
Armouries,
Leeds

2013

Once again, I would like
to thank everyone who
has contributed to articles
within this magazine. It is
always a great help and
much appreciated. If you do
have anything interesting
that you would like to see
in the magazine then please
myself at, e-mail rachel@
demolitionengineers.net.

Event

Wetherby,
North Yorkshire

President’s Column
The demolition industry has still not managed to lift itself
out of the recession affecting both it and the nation’s
economy but I hope that over the next few weeks we will
be starting to see glimmers of hope of a busier summer
and autumn for our members.
When the IDE took the
decision to apply our
CPD scheme, as per the
Construction Design &
Management Regulations
2007, there was concern
that by losing those
members who had failed
to accrue the correct level
of CPD hours the IDE
would find a significant
fall in membership
subscriptions and that
fall would harm both
our funds on deposit
and our ability to use
those funds for further
education of the members
and the public in
demolition engineering.
I am pleased to say that
even though we have
had to say goodbye to
23 members who failed
to maintain CPD we
have replaced them with
21new members whose
subscriptions easily
cover the financial loss.
This increase in
membership applications
could be a result of many
things: the fact that more
clients now require IDE
membership as a proof of
competency in accordance
with CDM2007 Appendix
4 and BS6187:2011;
the continual increase
in the IDE profile both
in demolition and the
construction sector; the fact
that it is realised that IDE
membership offers an awful
lot in terms of competence,
credibility and education in
all things demolition related.

Whatever the reason I am
pleased to see the increase
in membership applications.

members at the luncheon.
The booking forms are
available via the website.

Valerie Stroud, our National
Secretary, has continued
to work hard with our
application to join the
Engineering Council and
that hard work has now
borne fruit as we will, be
the time that you read this
article, be Professional
Affiliates of that
organisation, which adds
further credibility for the IDE
in future years.

The Spring Seminar
in Leeds on Friday 22
February already looks
like a great event with
exhibitors from last year
with confirmed stands and
many new exhibitors waiting
for spaces.

The IDE is delighted
to announce that the
Council of Management
voted to award an IDE
bursary to 2 students from
Loughborough University
to assist them with studies
into demolition related
topics and their papers
will be available to all IDE
members upon completion.
The events team of Duncan
Rudall and Rachel Meathrel
are working hard to bring
you another excellent
Autumn Seminar on Friday
28 September at OGGS
where we expect to have a
full line up of speakers and
some superb case studies.
Tickets for the Annual
Luncheon on Friday 16
November following the
AGM at Lords Cricket
Ground are selling well.
I would urge you to attend
the AGM to see Steve
Jack FIDE installed as
President and then enjoy
the company of other IDE

“The IDE continues to
be the only professional
body for demolition
engineers worldwide.”
The IDE continues to be
the only professional body
for demolition engineers
worldwide. It prides itself
on striving to provide the
needs of its members whilst
maintaining the standards
required meeting its aims
and objectives, and I hope
that you are all as proud
to be an IDE member as I
am and that you will spread
the word that IDE members
take client’s dreams and
turn them into reality.

John Woodward FIDE
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Touch Screen Test
Since introduction of the
behavioural case studies,
it is interesting to note
that the Demolition sector
has improved by 16.2%
and in the period since
introduction is second in
the Specialist Tests. The
only sector to beat us,

HVACR refrigeration and air
con specialist, had very few
people taking the test.
For information, refer the
‘Test Performance Analysis of
overall pass marks’. Interesting
to note the Managers and
Professionals – somewhat
worrying pass rate?!

I feel the results show that our
personnel are better trained
in safety and thus are better
equipped to understand
a more practical bank of
questions that they can relate
to from actual Site experience
– time will tell.
Vernon Watson FIDE

Phil Lowe RIP
It is with great sadness and
regret that we inform you that
Phil Lowe MIDE MIExpE
passed away peacefully in
hospital on Saturday 24th
March 2012.
Phil started his apprenticeship
as an explosives engineer in
1981 working in the Family
Company Nottingham
Explosives under his father
Barry Lowe.
He joined the Institute of
Demolition Engineers and
became a full member in 1994
following a professional paper
on “Demolition of Chimneys by
the Controlled Application of
Explosives”.
In Phil’s 30 year career he has
logged the demolition of over
3500 structures.
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Phil will be sadly missed by the
both the Explosive and
Demolition Community and by
all that knew him.
Our thoughts go to his
wife, mother, daughter
and Granddaughter.
Ode to Phil
The old teams back together;
Phil’s gone to join his dad,
They will be talking of the old
times of all the jobs they had,
They blasted round the UK and
countries far and wide,
Barry Lowe the blaster, and
Philip by his side.
His father will be proud of
him and the blasts that Phil
has done,

They both were magic blaster
(like father and like son)
When Phil gets to those pearly
gates and walks on right on
past them,
His dad will smile and say with
pride “ we’ve given a price to
Blast Em”
So next time you hear some
thunder and a crack of lightning
whips past,
Look to heaven and raise a
smile, It’s Phil doing a test Blast.
Phil Lowe, Master Blaster.
Phil’s friend Dick Green MIDE,
a fellow Demolition &
Explosives Engineer wrote and
read out this poem at Phil’s
funeral on 4th April.

THE BREAKER
WITH THE
LOWEST
LIFETIME COST…
Choose Furukawa’s
quality for a
rock-breaker that
stays the distance!
• Less moving parts for
greater reliability
• Adjustable valve to suit
any excavator
• High power-to-weight
ratio
And with ECY’s commitment
to excellent customer service
and support you’ll have
comprehensive UK back-up
that’s second to none.
Scan me with
your smartphone

HAULMARK
Purchase or hire, the choice is yours
Call 01925 269911
Click www.haulmarkltd.co.uk

Duncan Rudall MIDE, TechIOSH
DCS Training Ltd – Consulting & Training
Practical Consulting Ltd - NVQ
Specialist Services - CPCS

CPCS and NVQ/QCF
Agree with them or disagree
with them the QCF has
been here for some time. Its
purpose? To qualify our work
force and rightly so. I believe
the demolition industry has
really ‘upped’ its game and is
now leading other industries
with the types of training,
assessment and qualifications
now available and being
achieved at all levels from
Labourers to Directors.
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Competencies required for NVQ Assessment
Minimum Requirements
A	
3 Years proven (confirmed) operating experience
i) CPCS card
ii) In house certificate
iii) Time sheets/Induction records/site file documents
iv) CPCS log book entries
B	Assessment criteria
i)	National Standards (Learning Outcomes)
ii)	Practical Competencies – No simulation
iii) Knowledge competency
iv) Proof of competency over time
v) Competent Assessor

Using the CPCS card as an
example the worrying part is that
we have cards coming to their end
date and the QCF process is then
rushed at the last minute. Some
sites and machines are then
offered up for the assessment
and sometimes they don’t always
meet the criteria of the award or
there’s no demolition to be carried
out at all at which point the
process stalls. Understandably
in the present climate site works
are moving a lot quicker or just
aren’t there however this doesn’t
negate our responsibilities under
CDM to ensure the competency
of our operators. Those of us who
are assessors are monitored and
audited regularly to ensure that
we ourselves meet and assess
to the standards and that we
are thorough in gathering the
evidence through knowledge
questioning and observation of
the operator doing the work.

D Knowledge competencies
i)	Safety – Hazards – Procedures – Responsibility – Security
ii)	Communication – Procedures – Record Keeping – Working
Relationships
iii)	Manual Handling – Information – Legislation – Safe Practices –
Select Resources – Prevent Damage – Complete on Time –
Handle Different Loads
iv)	Checks and Maintenance – Legislation – Maintenance Schedule Checks
– Sequence Checks – Report Problems – Complete Records –
Disposal of Waste
v)	Operate Plant – Information – Work with Others – Legislation –
Safe Practices – Select Resources – Minimise Damage –
Completion on Time – Completion of Contract

There is still confusion as to what
the QCF criteria is and what is
required of the company, the site,
the machine and the operative to
achieve the award.

E	Quality Assurance (in centre)
i)	Assessment evidence checked against National Standards
ii) Proof of competency over time
iii) Problems identified and rectified
iv) Award claimed

A list of requirements are listed to
the right.

F	Quality Assurance (by Citb/City & Guilds)
i) Selected Assessors
ii) Selected Assessments
iii)	Evidence checked against National Standards
iv) Problems identified/Good practice recognised

C Practical competencies
i) Live site – real work
ii)	Method Statement/Risk Assessment
iii)	Machine to match category requirement
iv) Serviceable machine
v) Preparation and Maintenance
vi) Real Work
vii)	Quick Hitch attachments (if appropriate)
viii)	Refuelling – Maintenance – Security

The IDE’s three
musketeers reunite
on Spanish soil
In April, past Presidents Richard Vann and Charles Moran set out on a trip of
a lifetime, trekking across Europe in an Isuzu Trooper before experiencing
the vast expanse of the African desert. But knowing the route would take
them through Spain, the self-named ‘Desert Rats’ decided to pay fellow
past President and old friend Tony Hurley a visit. Here, Richard offers an
entertaining insight into the reunion...
“In the 1980s Charles Moran
and I decided that it would be a
good idea to drive through the
Sahara desert for a bit of fun.
But such good ideas take time
to develop so it was in April
2012 that we eventually set out
on our adventure.

changed to the inevitable subject of
demolition and ‘how it used to be’.

And so there you have the
condensed ramblings of three old –
but not wise – men . Who cares I
The ‘tell them today and they wouldn’t
hear you say, with the disdain of a
believe you’ recollections were
teenager who has just been asked by
endless. How ‘we’ did Scarborough
his father whether Fergie from the
Gasworks or the Stockton High Street
Black Eyed Peas and the Manchester
project with tales that would strike
Untied manager are one and the
horror into any self-respecting EHS
same person. Well I guess they’ve
When planning the route from our
officer today. It was like being written
never been seen in the same room
‘real’ starting point of Tangiers it was
into a Dickensian novel, all that was
together, so it’s possible. Who cares?
agreed that, taking note of our
missing was Ebenezer Scrooge – who
Well after all these years the passion
advancing years, we should minimise probably had nicked all the lead
and interest in demolition continues
motorway driving (something we do
flashing from the church roof and
unabated, so it seems we all do.
daily in the UK anyway), and take the absconded with the cash.
ferry crossing from Portsmouth to
I would be the first to say we don’t
As the quantity of local brandy
Santander. A leisurely drive through
want to go back to the old ways,
(sufficiently potent to run a thermal
Spain was preferable to the French
placing people at avoidable risk,
lance) consumed increased, so too
auto route and it gave us the chance
unaware of our obligations to the
did the inventiveness of the tales – a
to call in on our old friend Tony Hurley
environment and all the other aspects
window cleaner’s ladder tied by rope
– after all it would be a good
that we now know are absolutely
to the jib of a 22RB to make the first
opportunity for three past Presidents
unacceptable. However within all of
ever MEWP, was one of the more
of Yorkshire breeding to meet up and
that, it was the early days of the
believable stories. The rest I shall
put the world to rights!
industry when the DNA was evolving
leave to the readers’ imagination.
to bring us eventually to the point
Arriving at the town of Algorfa we were
Chris, a formidable and appropriate
where we are now. As the man said
met at our hotel by Tony who – after
partner for Tony arrived, I guess in the ‘you can’t know where you are going
taking us on whistle stop tour of his
role of Nora Batty for the evening, to
until you know where you came from’.
villa and saying a quick hello to the
bring Charles and I sharply back to
long-suffering Chris (of the newly
Hasta luego!”
2012 and Tony home to their villa.
wedded variety) – whisked us off to
his local bar and eatery.
Demonstrating his expertise in the
local tongue by ordering ‘three beeros’
(sorry Tony, your Spanish was quite
impressive actually), we then settled
down to a serious discussion.
In the presence of two Honorary
Fellows I was much humbled and in
the blink of an eye was transported to
an Iberian version of ‘Last of the
Summer Wine’. Listening to them
both despairing over the policies of the
UK government and the state of the
NHS, the conversation quickly
7

Earlier this year, at Intermat
2012 in Paris, Komatsu formally
introduced the latest Dash 10
models to the European market
with the PC240, 290, 360 and
PC490 models. The new models,
powered by Komatsu EU Stage
IIIB compliant engines, are
developed to reduce emissions,
increase power and use less fuel.
One key feature of all Dash
10 machines is the Komatsu
Diesel Particulate Filter (KDPF),
which captures and eliminates
Particulate Matter (soot). The
KDPF eliminates soot through
a process called ‘regeneration’.
A strong passive regeneration
capacity minimises soot build
up in the KDPF, with soot
oxidation occurring naturally
as the machine works. Any
soot which does accumulate
is periodically destroyed
through an automatic, active
regeneration process which uses
a light fuel mist to increase the
temperature for the oxidisation
of the soot.. This means the
operator can get on with the
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job without having to regularly
check how the regeneration is
working. The KDPF will work
for at least 4500 hours before a
cleaning is required, again giving
the operator peace of mind.
KOMTRAX, Komatsu’s machine
management system provides
details of the KDPF and
machine health to allow for easy
monitoring and quick action.
Komtrax reports can detail the
frequency of regenerations.

Fuel Saving Technology
The Komatsu engines are designed
to work in harmony with Komatsu
electronics, pump control and hydraulic
systems to deliver real fuel saving
technology. The Komatsu Dash
10 excavators incorporate major
technology improvements. New engine/
pump matching control changes engine
speed with pump load so light load
operations will reduce engine speed and
save fuel. The auto deceleration function
now reduces engine speed to low idle,
dropping the engine speed, saving fuel.
New higher efﬁciency pumps reduce
hydraulic losses, resulting in automatic

fuel savings. New to Dash 10 is the
Economy setting when in Attachment
mode so fuel can be saved when using
tilting or rotating attachments. The fuel
consumption data is displayed on the
new monitor panel and the operator can
easily check fuel consumption history.

Tough protection for
a tough job

With over 20 years experience in
the demolition industry, Komatsu
offers a complete range of demolition
excavators, speciﬁcally designed to
meet the rigours of tough demolition
applications. Robust and versatile,
Komatsu Dash 10 demolition excavators
can handle just about any job on a
demolition site with high levels of
performance and in complete comfort
and safety. The Dash 10 demolition
excavators are available with mono or
straight boom and are complemented by
the High Reach Demolition excavators.
Komatsu’s demolition range is designed,
manufactured and tested all at Komatsu’s
site in Birtley, County Durham which has
been producing excavators for the last
25 years, during which time, over 57000
machines have been manufactured.

Membership
Demolition work is demanding and conditions are often
hazardous. The Komatsu Dash 10 demolition excavators
come with a high standard speciﬁcation. The “heavy duty”
9mm undercover and 15mm side guards protect the
machines from critical damage, also avoiding downtime,
expensive repairs and enhancing their residual value.
Reinforced side links and an optional cylinder guard add more
strength and security, and the unique ROPS certiﬁed cab,
speciﬁcally developed by Komatsu for hydraulic excavators is
designed to be totally safe for both the operator and people
around the machine. A top and front guard protect from
falling debris and the laminated glass roof window with a
wash wipe is important for maintaining good visibility.

Enhanced Operator Comfort

A new, fully air suspended operator control station,
incorporates the side consoles mounted together with a
high back, fully adjustable seat, heated for improved comfort.
A new high resolution 7” LCD monitor features enhanced
capabilities and displays information in 25 languages for global
support. The operator can easily select up to six working
modes to match machine performance to the application.
These working modes include Power, Economy, Heavy Lift
and Breaker, as well as Attachment Power and Attachment
Economy Mode. The new Attachment Economy Mode allows
attachments to be used without compromising machine
efﬁciency. The new monitor panel also provides operational
guidance, an Economy gauge adjustable to match desired
fuel consumption level, operational records, detailed fuel
consumption history, and utilization information while a
standard rear view camera lets the operator see directly
behind the machine. New on Dash 10, is an optional right
side camera; and both the rear and side views can be
simultaneously displayed on the monitor to further improve
safety, operator efﬁciency and comfort.

Complete Versatility

Two additional hydraulic circuits are ﬁtted to allow use
of rotating demolition grabs and crushers. The power of
Komatsu’s demolition machines is applied in a controlled and
precise manner with smooth proportional thumb switches on
the control joystick. The machine is prepared for a hydraulic
quick coupler again providing factory quality throughout. Up
to 5 different attachments and 5 breaker custom settings can
be pre-set and named. A Straight boom option is available
on the PC240, PC290 and PC360 as well as PC210LC-8
when additional height is required. The image inset shows a
PC360LC-10 Demolition Excavator working with a straight
boom, providing an additional 2.5m reach compared to the
mono boom version.
The PC210 Demolition excavator and PC240, 290, 350, 450
and PC800 High Reach Demolition Models are still available
as Dash 8 models with Stage IIIA engines.

Steve Jack, Chairman of the
Membership Committee,
congratulates all below who
have either been recently
admitted into the Institute
or moved up a grade. Well
done, everyone!
Entrant Grade
• David F Churchward, Walter Forshaw Ltd
• Frank Donohoe, McGee Group Ltd
• Andrew J Forshaw, Walter Forshaw Ltd
• Richard J Gilmour, Sellafield Ltd
• Jerome Greenbank, McFletch Ltd
• Brian V Haughton, McGee Group Ltd
• Dylan T Lovelock, Marks Demolition
Contractors Ltd
• John W Markham, Sellafield Ltd
• Sean McCann, Forth Demolition Ltd, Scotland
• Stephen G D McCann Snr, Forth Demolition
Ltd, Scotland
• Michael O McGee, McGee Group Ltd
• Mark Nicholls, Apex Contracting
(Peterborough) Ltd
• Stefano Panseri, DESPE SPA, Italy
• Giuseppe Panseri, DESPE SPA, Italy
• Ian R Rodger, ACM Construction (UK) Ltd
• George Steele, Walter Forshaw Ltd
• Andrew J Stevens-Cox, McGee Group Ltd
• Nicholas M Taylor, Mc Gee Group Limited
• Mike J Weaver, Weaver Demolition Ltd
• Jeremy Wolstencroft, Walter Forshaw Ltd
Affiliate
Chris McClellan, Remote Asseset Management
Student
Chelsea Gilpin, Sam Gilpin Demolition Ltd
Associate
• Daniel Baker, Lee Demolition Ltd
• Terry Davies, Wye Valley Demolition Ltd
• Robert Ellis, Keltbray Ltd
• Richard Henderson, Sam Gilpin
Demolition Ltd
• Richard Jarvis, Sellafield Ltd
• Stephen McCann Jnr, Forth Demolition Ltd
• Cecil Thompson, Sellafield Ltd
Full Members
• Pat Harnett, PhD(Midlands) Ltd
• William Crooks, Cawarden Demolition Co. Ltd
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Safedem

Explosive Demolition of Red Road
The demolition of the
infamous Red Road flats
in Glasgow has been
discussed and debated
over the past 25 years.
Built in the mid 1960’s as the
tallest tower blocks in
Europe, the Red Road flats
were designed as the
modern solution to
Glasgow’s tenement slums.
The 32 storey structures
were built to house over
4000 people with all mod
cons in the modern villages
of the sky.
Glasgow had embraced the
concept of hi-rise living and
in the 60’s built more tower
blocks over 20 storeys’ in
height than all the other UK
cities added together.
Red Road however was
unique. A complex of twelve
tower blocks of steel frame
construction allowed the
buildings to be built taller
and faster than their
concrete counterparts. The
steelwork skeletons required
to be protected from fire and
so they used the wonder
material – asbestos.
The quantity of asbestos
insulation board applied to
each and every column and
beam was unprecedented.
The site became infamous
and the workers who
installed the asbestos
insulation became known as
the ‘white mice’ as they
emerged from the bottom of
the blocks at the end of their
shift covered in white fibres.
The blocks became the
property of the Glasgow
Housing Association (GHA)
in 2005. A number of years
10

later GHA appointed
Safedem to carry out a pilot
scheme to demolish the first
block. Subsequent
procurement exercises have
seen Safedem securing all
the remaining blocks at
Red Road.
The first block awarded was
of huge proportions :-29
storeys (84 metres) high,
110 metres long and
16metres wide.
The pilot scheme was
designed to learn more
about the structures and to
develop the best
methodologies to tackle the
challenges ahead on
subsequent blocks. As such
Safedem’s approach was
deliberately divided into key
area; asbestos removal,
structural investigation
including collapse design
and blow- down.
The asbestos removal
methodology was discussed
and developed with the
Health and Safety Executive
who described the project as
the biggest asbestos
removal in Europe. To
ensure strict control
measures and standards
were maintained it was
agreed that the ASB5
notification would identify
only three floors at a time
where asbestos removal
would take place. Works on
subsequent floors could not
commence until the air
clearance certification for
the previous phase had
been achieved.
In addition to the standard
four stage air clearance and
re-occupation certification

procedure, the client
appointed an asbestos
consultant to undertake
remote perimeter air
monitoring at locations
adjacent to the enclosures,
transit routes and
decontamination units , as
well as at random locations
around the site boundary.
The asbestos removal
operation from the first block
took 11 months to complete
and achieved a 100%
success rate for first time air
clearances, backed up by
100% clear perimeter
monitoring, confirming zero
fibre release throughout
the works.
With limited construction
drawings and as built
information, Safedem’s
engineers steadily surveyed
the steel structure on a floor
by floor basis as it was
revealed after the asbestos
removal operation.
The structural investigations
found that the steel work
was almost random in
nature with huge variations
in steel gauges and flange
thicknesses. Unusually the
variations were found across
a single floor level with
flanges ranging from 15mm
to 127mm thick. The
variance in steel
encountered and the
discovery that cross bracing
and structural modifications
carried out in the 1980’s
produced a structure with
extremely complex load
paths. These complex load
paths made it almost
impossible for our structural
engineers to design a

pre-weakening scheme that
would satisfy current codes.
Perhaps the most
challenging aspect was
how to land an 84 metre
tall structure into a 45
metre space.
Steel frame structures do
not ‘implode’ like concrete
structures as steel work
remains in lengths rather
than crushing and breaking
down during collapse. The
traditional approach in
dealing with steel
structures is to ‘fell’ them
and lay them out flat;
however the landing area
available was nearly half
the height of the structure.
The challenges were
becoming both numerous
and increasingly complex.
• Restricted landing space
available
• Complex structure and
load paths making the
collapsing structure
unpredictable
• Steel thicknesses that
commercially available
linear shaped charges
could not cut
• The sheer scale of the
structure
• The anticipated air
overpressure from the
quantity and nature of
explosives required.
The more complex the
challenges became, the
more simple Safedem
wanted to keep the solution.
Following considerable
debate with structural
engineers who presented
the theory of where and how

the building would react,
Safedem Demolition and
Explosive Engineers settled
on a plan to form a wedge
over three floors.
The objective was to rotate
the top 20 storeys to the
west, but also create
sufficient vertical drive and
momentum to power down
through and destroy the
lower portion of the structure.
The complex load paths
practically reduced the ability
to pre-cut steel columns, so
Safedem had to rely totally on
a combination of cutting and
kicking charges.
Custom made linear shaped
charges capable of cutting
steel of 127mm thickness
were ordered well in
advance of blow down,
however the selected
product was still classified
for military use and not
commercially available.
Incredible efforts were made
and obstacles overcome by
Safedem’s explosive
suppliers to deliver the
products to site in time for
charging operations.
The 275kg of explosive
required a massive amount
of at source and secondary
protection measures. At
source protection were in
the form of thousands of
sand bags positioned
around the charged
columns. Safedem also
introduced a series of
innovative protection
measures which included a
wall of tyres that provided
both an effective physical
barrier but also acted as an
acoustic baffle wall that
reduced air blast readings
by over 22%.

Wire ropes were installed to
column sections that were to
be cut and kicked clear in
order to hold them in check.
Given the nature and
quantity of explosives, the
exclusion zone was
considerably larger than
those typically associated
with the explosive demolition
of concrete structures, with
the zone extending to
almost 1000 metres to the
west of the structure where
Safedem predicted
significant ejecta.

translated into 18 languages.
The evacuation had to be
completed out with military
precision as the blow
down only had a restricted
time window as a live rail
line passed through the
exclusion zone.
The evacuation went without
a hitch allowing the blow
down to proceed exactly
on schedule.

84 metre steel structure had
come to rest 20 metres short
of the adjacent block located
45 metres away.
The safe and successful
demolition of the first block
at Red Road handed
Safedem a new UK record
for the tallest tower block
demolished by explosives.
Written by William Sinclair
MIDE

The structure behaved
better than expected
and when the dust
cleared the

To achieve their objective
Safedem’s explosive
engineers wanted to have
the top portion of the
structure moving as a single
unit. To achieve this, the
collapse models suggested
that all explosives should be
initiated instantaneously.
However the need to reduce
air overpressure levels led
to the introduction of 21
fractional delays which
helped significantly
reduce the air
overpressure readings.
Safedem’s Community
Liaison Team coordinated the
evacuation of over
3500 residents,
which included a
care home and
hundreds of
asylum seekers
that required
the
newsletters
to be
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Newmonthill - Forfar
Over the past couple of months Forth Demolition has been
involved in an rejuvenation project in Newmonthill, Forfar for our
client Angus Council. While not a flagship job these bread & butter
contracts are what continues to keep the industry rolling.
Angus Council asked us
to undertake the project,
which entailed progressive
mechanical demolition of 5
blocks of low rise flats plus
ancillary structures to
ground level.
Prior to any demolition
works being carried out we
were asked by the client to
participate in a photo shoot
which was to appear in the
local newspapers, the Forfar
Dispatch and Dundee Courier
& Advertiser. The publication
was to inform the locals of
the impending works and the
future construction project
following our works.
During the photo shoot site
fencing was required to the
site boundary, with various
exclusion zones for the
protection of trees which
was also necessary to be
put in place and to be up kept
for the duration of
the contract.
However due consistent
attention from the locals we
discovered in the form of
repeated break ins that we
had blocked off a well used
short cut.
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The appointed security
company were of the ball
and made us aware of
every instance throughout
the contract and indicating if
damages had occurred and
where. With the information
from the security guard, it
allowed us to change or
further fortify the perimeter
demarcation when necessary.
The added task for the
site fencing as previously
mentioned was to provide
ample protection to the trees,
for which an exclusion zone
was enforced with fencing
and marked for visibility. While
this was all good in theory
due to the hills on the site
this also became a massive
issue which eventually lead
to the transportation access
for the roll on off boxes being
blocked, meaning double
and triple handling materials.
To top it all we also had to
manage our access routes,
while avoiding the
foliage/trees,
which were all
marked
and

sectioned off from the rest
of the working site, cutting
down many of the easy
access routes from structure
to structure. With the hills and
exclusion zones already set
up, it also restricted the free
movement of the machinery,
by not allowing the machine
operators to have a clear
field of vision; as the hill
peaks and gradients couldn’t
always allow the operators to
see over these. Though the
terrain did prove to be very
cumbersome thankfully, we
were able to overcome this
task and continue on with
our works.
Once the site set up and
photo shoot was finished we
were able to commence with
our soft strip works. However,
we were required to carry
out an extensive internal and
external sharps sweeps within
the site. Remarkably there
were many variations of
drug paraphernalia

found throughout the
structures and in some
instances they were found in
very unusual places. One of
which that sticks in my head
is that syringes were taped to
the outside rear of the cabinet
drawers. These sweeps
were carried out periodically,
due to repeated break ins
with all items being quickly
identified and moved into a
sharps container. Which was
eventually taken to a medical
facility, to be destroyed
through safe incineration.
The final task of the project,
was to ensure that the
foundations and ring beams
were all undisturbed, in
good order and intact once
the structures were taken to
ground level. We had never
been presented a task in this
manner before, on any of
our project, but it was to help
our client make a substantial
saving by

not having to bring additional
companies/contractors in
to rebuild something which
was left in situ.
To allow the protection
works of the foundations,
we hired a long reach
machine with a fully
experienced operator to
carry out the methodology.
The machine lifted all
the floor beams, trusses
et cetera placing them
aside not just for recycling
purposes but to lessen
the impact of allowing the
materials to fall from the
structure thus removing
the risk of damage to the
foundation and brickwork
below. This was carried
out from the hills on the
site which made the effort
exceptionally challenging
for the operator; but
with perseverance, the
structures were all taken
down to ground level with
no damage.
Periodically the project
would appear in various
local newspapers with
pictures of our progress.
It was at this time we
contacted the Forfar

Dispatch and asked if
we could mention their
coverage with one of our
own blogs. (Feel free
to browse http://blog.
forthdemolition.com/forfardemolition-works) They
allowed us to use some of
their information and even
returned the professionalism
by mentioning us within
their own blog (Feel free
to browse. http://www.
forfardispatch.co.uk/

a luncheon with, the client,
CDM-C, engineer and
road department personnel
from Angus Council in the
project. The luncheon is a
celebration of the project
being completed ahead
of time, on budget, without
any hitches and in a
safe manner.
We now hope that with this
contract going so well, we
can continue to work with

“…the structures were
all taken down to ground
level with no damage.”
lifestyle/lifestyle-leisure/
newmonthill-flats-razed-tothe-ground-1-2309236)
During the demolition
process, we were able to
adhere to all the sections
and extras throughout
the timescale and even
finish the works earlier
than projected. Before
the site works can be
officially signed off we had

Angus Council over the next
couple of years.
In summary; the impact the
contract has on the local
community is best summed
up by an email we received
as the works where coming
to an end.

to comment on the above
works and in particular the
performance of your site
agent Dale Suttie.
At all times has a fairly
complex contract been
carried out to a high
professional standard
despite being in a restricted
urban situation.
Dale has been very
courteous and considerate
to the neighbours and has
kept us informed of the
demolition programme at
all times and is a credit to
your organisation.”
Neill Wilson FRICS (Retd.)
And from the client:
“I would like to thank
you and your team for
undertaking the demolition
work in a safe and
professional manner”
- Charlie McGlade
Written by
Sean McCann- Entrant

“As the nearest dwelling
house to the above,
immediately over the
wall, I would
like
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Steve Jack
takes a
trip across
the pond
Steve Jack attended the 39th Annual NDA
Convention held at the beginning of March
in San Antonio. The convention was spread
over 3 days and included presentations,
primarily from the US but there were two
from Europe, plus a large exhibition. See
http://bit.ly/LzH8CM and http://bit.ly/ObZSGa
for information and pictures.
Steve reported that the
convention was very
interesting, but a little
laid back compared to
most held in England.
However he made some
interesting contacts and
spread the word about
the Institute to as many
delegates as he could.
“ It was interesting to
hear the American point
of view and see their

processes at first hand,
but my opinion was that
in some areas they are
a long way behind our
standards which we set
in the UK.”
Steve has been asked
by the NDA put his
name forward to be
considered to join their
Board of Directors when
he becomes President
in 2012.

Advertising
Something we would like to include
in the winter edition of the magazine
(deadline 3 December) is more
company adverts. We currently offer a
full page colour advert for £400 and a
half page for £250. But we are going
to introduce smaller adverts without
a logo, just 5 lines for the company
information at £40 per edition or £100
for 3 editions. If this is something you
would be interested in then please
contact the office.
An example advert:
INSTITUTE of DEMOLITION ENGINEERS
The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard
Chatham, Kent.
ME4 4TZ
(01634) 816255
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More members
of IDE pass the
Professional
Interview and
progress to MIDE
Following the Council of Management
meeting in Bristol on June 14th a
panel of Fellows of the Institute
welcomed two candidates to their
Professional Interviews.
William Crooks and Pat
Harnett had submitted
very interesting diaries
and portfolios of the
projects they had been
undertaking since
they passed the IDE’s
examinations. The
interviews gave them the
opportunity to present
the projects in person,
answer questions on
them and also share their
aspirations for the future.
It was with great pleasure
that both William and
Pat were congratulated
on attaining Full
Membership.
The Institute urges all
Associates to make sure
they are adding to their
diaries and portfolios
during the two years they
spend in that grade. They
also need to achieve a
full record in the IDE CPD
Scheme. The Professional
Interview may be
undertaken on the second
anniversary of success
in the examinations. The
diary and portfolio, plus
CV, training certificates
and testimonials should be
submitted in time for the
Membership Committee

to evaluate and approve
them. The exact dates
for submission and more
information may be
obtained from the National
Secretary.
Congratulations to
William Crooks and
Pat Harnett.

Report on IDE Family & Friends
visit to The JCB Experience
and Alton Towers
on 28 & 29 April 2012.

Adrian McLean MIDE and Noel
McLean AMIDE of Armac Group
have, for some time now supported
the IDE with organising Midlands
Regional meetings, the Birmingham Ball
& Chain event of a few years ago and this
year the first IDE Family & Friends weekend at
the JCB Experience and Alton Towers Splash
Landings Hotel.
The weekend started with the visit to the invited guests
only JCB Experience where Rik Kiddle introduced the
experience to us in the JCB theatre with superb films
of JCB machines in action before we were split into
small escorted groups to move slowly through the JCB
Experience which is a history of JCB from the first trailer
produced by the company to the present day machines
that we see on many sites throughout the world.
The highlights of the tour for me were the reconstruction of the
original JCB office from years ago and the model of a machine
built from steel reinforcing wire that changed colour as we
moved through the exhibits.
Following the lunch we were delighted to find that Rik and his
team had arranged JCB “Goodie Bags” for everyone present as
we left the restaurant area which was a great end to the visit.
A “small change” collection was held in aid of the President’s
charity Claire House which raised £250.00 for the charity.
It goes without saying that the IDE are extremely pleased
that JCB allowed us to visit the JCB Experience to see how
a massive British company stays in the forefront of excavator
production globally, whilst continuing to employ as many UK
employees as possible.
Thank you very much to Rik Kiddle and all at JCB.
If you would like to visit the JCB Experience yourselves, and I
recommend that you do, you can find out more about it via the
following link:

Splash Landings Water Park to ride
the water slides, flumes and lazy river
and a great time was had by all.
Evening entertainment was arranged with a curry at a
local restaurant, recommended by JCB, and a coach
was arranged from reception at the hotel to and from the
restaurant to enable all guests to travel together. The food
was excellent and all present were amazed to find that it had
been fully sponsored by Armac Group so a big “Thank You” to
Armac Group from all concerned.
Following the restaurant visit all adjourned to the bar at
Splash Landings to discuss demolition related matters and
have a beer or two!
The next morning saw some leave early to travel home whilst
others took advantage of the reduced price VIP Theme Park
tickets arranged by JCB to try all of the rides before the park
opened to the general public and despite the torrential rain a
great time was had by all.
The weekend was a resounding success with everyone
saying how nice it was for wives and children to be invited to
an event and to be able to put faces to the IDE names often
mentioned in conversations with IDE members over family
dining tables throughout the country.
Let us hope that we can arrange another similar event for
next year.

www.jcb.co.uk/About/Factory-Tour.aspx
Following the JCB visit the IDE members and guests then
travelled on to Alton Towers Splash Landings Hotel for an
afternoon in the Water Park or in the main Theme Park. The
majority of the children at the weekend decided to go into

John Woodward FIDE
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Hospice
gains
from IDE
fundraising

IDE Kocurek Golf Day
27th June
This year’s Golf Day took place at the London Golf
Club in Ash, Kent.
It was attended by 44 players both members of the
IDE and their guests.
In first place came Dave Podger from Erith Group,
he also won nearest to the pin.
The team winners were Tony Dartnell, Terry Toulson,
Nigel Eastwood and Jack Downward.
Many thanks to Dave Darsey for organising
the day.
We would also like to thank the sponsors,
Kocurek, Sandvik and Erith Group.
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Notes & News
The IDE is on Twitter!

Follow us @IDEPresident to hear the latest news.
Engineering
Council

IDE Regional
meeting
Glasgow
May 1st 2012.
The IDE held the
recent Scottish
regional meeting in
Glasgow on May 1st
and the turnout was
excellent. Over a
dozen Scottish IDE
members and guests
met at the Hilton
Grosvenor Hotel
to discuss issues
facing the demolition
industry today both
North and South of
the border.
John Woodward chaired
the meeting and also did
a small presentation on
HSE priorities for 2012
as well as showing the
Armac Group time lapse
film of their work on
Catthorpe Viaduct.

The Institute became a
Professional Affiliate of
the Engineering Council
at the beginning of
June. We join “an
influential grouping of
learned societies, each
of which has furthered
the knowledge and
understanding of a
particular area or aspect
of engineering and
technology. Affiliation is
recognition of the
contribution these
organisations have
made in their different
fields of expertise” to
quote the Engineering
Council’s introduction
to the Scheme.

Examinations
The Council of
Management would like
to remind all Entrants
that they are granted this
grade for two years in
order to sit and pass the
Institute’s exams. These
take place in March and
September each year
and invitations to book
are sent out in January
and July respectively.
Your booking must be
received by the deadline.
Don’t forget, you MUST
attend the Preparation
Day if this is your first
attempt at the
examinations. If you are
re-sitting the exams
attendance at the
Preparation Day is highly
recommended
but optional.

CPD
We are now just over
half way through 2012.
Don’t forget you need to
have recorded 12 hours
of CPD for this year by
31 December. Of these
12 hours six must be
achieved through
participation in IDE
events and activities.
While attending seminars
and regional meetings
are the easiest way to
achieve your ‘core’ IDE
CPD hours, they are not
the only ways.
You could write a
technical article (6000
words) and enter it for
the Best Paper Award (6
core hours + others).
Gain the hours and
£1000 as well. Deadline
for 2012 is 31 August
Alternatively you could
write an article (1000
words) for the website /
printed Demolition
Engineer describing a
recent project you have
been involved in. (2
hours ‘core’ IDE CPD)
Don’t forget to e-mail
info@ide.org.uk with
date(s), hours and brief
details of CPD as you
achieve it. Much easier
than having to
remember it all after a
few weeks or months.
If you would like to
organise a Regional
Meeting or any other
IDE related event in your
area then please do not
hesitate to contact our
Events Secretary:Rachel at rachel@
demolitionengineers.net.

Electronic
Bulletin
We are trying out
transmission of an
electronic bulletin to
let you know what is
happening between
issues of the printed
Demolition Engineer.
Please make sure we
have your current
e-mail address.

Elections
At the end of August
we will be sending out
nomination forms for
election to the Council
of Management.
From those nominated
there will be a postal
ballot during October
to fill vacancies.
The results will be
announced at the AGM
on 16 November 2012.
The custom and
practice in the IDE is
that the current Vice
President becomes the
President. We will need
a new Vice President
and there are six
ordinary places on the
Council to be filled.

Updating your
contact
information
We do not want you to
miss out on what is
going on and we
therefore need up to
date contact information
for you. i.e. postal
address, e-mail address
and phone number.
Please e-mail
updates to rachel@
demolitionengineers.net.
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Forth Demolition’s
new Apprentice
I would like to take a moment to introduce you to Forth
Demolition’s new Apprentice, Nathaniel.
His Dad, Steve McCann AMIDE is hoping to secure
funding and backing from the NFDC and the NDTG to
assist in the training of the youngster.
Nathaniel was intending on sitting the IDE test in
September but he can’t find the crayon with the correct
shade of blue so he may need to wait until he is 18…..
and can write.

The pitter-patter
of tiny feet...
On May 11th Peter McLean
AMIDE and his wife Abby
welcome Charlie into the world
weighing 5lb 14oz.
Charlie wasn’t going to wait
around and it was a hair- raising
ride to the hospital with Abby
nearly giving birth in the car
and being in labour for an
impressive 13 minutes!
Everyone is doing fine except
for Dad who misses a full night’s
sleep before getting up at 05:30
for first shift.
Big brother Matthew is brilliant
with him and has promised to
share his toys!
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Council of Management
John Woodward FIDE, President, Trustee
Steve Jack FIDE, Vice President, Trustee
Terry Quarmby FIDE, Past President, Trustee
Richard Comley FIDE, Hon Treasurer, Trustee
Gary Bishop MIDE, NFDC President
Stuart Accleton MIDE
Wayne Bagnall MIDE
Howard Button FIDE, Trustee
David Darsey FIDE
Richard Dolman MIDE
Duncan Rudall MIDE, Events Director
Bruce Sutherland MIDE
Vernon Watson FIDE
Membership Committee

Events Committee

Steve Jack, Chairman

Duncan Rudall, Chairman

David Darsey

Stuart Accleton

Terry Quarmby

John Woodward

Duncan Rudall
Vernon Watson

Regional Coordinators

John Woodward

Scotland - John Woodward
Ireland - Eamonn McCormack

Finance Committee

North East - Trevor Symonds

John Woodward, Chairman

North West - Wayne Bagnall

Steve Jack

Midlands - Adrian McLean

Terry Quarmby

South East - Stuart Accleton

Duncan Rudall

South West - Bruce Sutherland

Hon Treasurer (non-voting)
National Secretary (non-voting)

IDE Secretariat
All correspondence, including applications, booking forms for events and payments should be sent to:
IDE, The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard, Chatham, Kent ME4 4TZ
National Secretary: Valerie J Stroud BA DipRS, e-mail: info@ide.org.uk Tel: 01634 816255
Events Secretary: Rachel Meathrel LLB, e-mail: events@ide.org.uk Tel: 01634 816255
Admin Assistant, Sue Lomax
Opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the contributors and not necessarily of the Institute of Demolition Engineers

Please check the website for information: www.ide.org.uk
Demolition Engineer on-line: www.demeng.demolitionengineers.net
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Downing Street

Autumn Seminar
28th September 2012.
As in years previous we will be having many speakers
talking about a wide range of topics from the demolition
industry in the opulant surrounding of One Great George
Street, Westminster.

Annual Luncheon
16th November 2012.
After a few years away we are returning to Lord’s
Cricket Ground for our AGM and Annual Luncheon.
All members and their guests will be warmly welcome.
Booking forms are available.

For more information on any of
these events please contact
Rachel at events@ide.org.uk
Design and print by Cherry: www.cherrycommunications.co.uk

